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It’s about winning.

If you are trying to start a trading career you are probably trying to find out what is it tha

This is about your own appraoch and determination to constantly improve yourself , learn new t
How many times did you stay away, just peering in, observing what others do. Thinking that th
Having right information you

prepare yourself to enter the exciting field of currency trading

Why trade currencies?

Simply said, no other trading instrument comes even closely to forex market when it comes to l
In order to enter this field on equal ground with successful traders you’ll need to:
1. Belive that You can!
2. Equip yourself with the right knowledge and tools
3. Choose a proven strategy that suits your personality
4. Become proficient in implementing the chosen strategy
5. Don’t be afraid to win
6. Improve your skills step by step by practicing & by the theory
The right strategies will show you an existing profitable strategy and everything you need to

You might want to have some questions to make a plan to follow up.
- How to prepare for a trading session
- Which order types should you use and when you shou
- How to determine the most important support and resistance areas based on the previous day’s
- Where you should place your stops
- How to use Economic Calendar
- How much capital do you need to start
-How to obtain the most reliable real time quotes and charting software
- How to use info from the previous trading day to your advantage
-Find out unique proven winning strategies and easy to understand examples
- How to properly use leverage
- How to spot the exact best time to enter the trade either on a long or a short side
-Where to find support of the experienced public
-Where to find more information
-Where to find others having almost the same questions, meaning others who are learning too
More question will build up as you

practice your new skills and follow up the next step in yo

You may have an excellent understanding of financial markets, realistic expectations, plenty o
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